Two for one with split- or co-ventilation at the peak of the COVID-19 tsunami: is there any role for communal care when the resources for personalised medicine are exhausted?
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The international pandemic of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) has caused unprecedented strain on healthcare systems worldwide and threatens to deplete the available supply of mechanical ventilators. In addition to ventilator allocation protocols, a potential way of addressing this problem is ventilator sharing, also termed split- or co-ventilation, a concept that has gained recent attention in anticipation of dire equipment shortages. Co-ventilation was initially proposed by Neyman and Irvin in 2006 as a method of increasing surge capacity needs during disasters resulting in mass casualty respiratory failure. They demonstrated the technical feasibility of using one ventilator on four mechanical lungs, and proposed use as a last resort only after depletion of ventilators and staff available for manual ventilation to temporarily bridge to the arrival of disaster relief. Similar circuits have since been used in both sheep models and more sophisticated mechanical lung models. Tonetti and colleagues describe a simple circuit which can be used to ventilate two patients with one ventilator and report on its use in mechanical lung models of differing compliance and resistance. While this report again demonstrates the technical feasibility of ventilating multiple patients with a single ventilator, there are many areas of caution to consider before widespread implementation of this technique in the current pandemic.

Tonetti and colleagues, as well as the protocol recently published by New York Presbyterian Hospital, have attempted to address many of the technical challenges of co-ventilation, although many still remain. Front and centre among these problems is the inability to titrate mechanical ventilation to the individual patient physiology. Close matching of ventilatory settings—such as minute ventilation, positive end-expiratory pressure and fraction of inspired oxygen—to patient characteristics such as pulmonary mechanics (static compliance, resistance); oxygen consumption and carbon dioxide production; acid-base balance; and haemodynamics—is necessary to optimise the chance of survival in these severely ill patients. By way of example, the primary lung disorder manifesting in COVID-19 infection is the acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS), and we have learnt that lives are saved when such patients are managed with lung protective strategies including low tidal volumes. Assuring that two patients connected to a single ventilator, with different lung mechanics, would receive optimal ventilation is unlikely. This is nicely demonstrated in the current study, showing the predictable change in distribution of ventilation between the two lung models when lung compliances differ.

Even if, in a large pool of patients, initial pairs could be matched on the basis of their respiratory and metabolic parameters, the dynamic nature of these variables in critically ill patients is likely to result in divergence of these characteristics after the initial matching. An acute clinical change, ranging from a mucous plug to a metabolic acidosis, would necessitate either conversion to single patient ventilation or result in significant harm to one or both patients. As spontaneous respiratory effort from either patient must be avoided during co-ventilation, continuous neuromuscular blockade or deep sedation is required to eliminate the risk of detrimental patient–patient or patient–ventilator interactions. This would preclude performing daily interruption of sedatives and spontaneous breathing trials, interventions which have both been shown to improve patient outcomes and reduce the duration of mechanical ventilation, and poses a challenge in assessing readiness for liberation from mechanical ventilation. Additionally, while co-ventilation may free additional ventilators, its technically challenging nature would disproportionately utilise another resource in short supply: experts in mechanical ventilation such as intensivists and respiratory therapists.

Aside from the technical challenges outlined above, there are also numerous ethical issues that arise when considering the use of co-ventilation in the current pandemic. During a severe shortage, medical ethicists agree that assignment of ventilators should move from 'first-come, first-serve' to an allocation plan that attempts to do the greatest good for the greatest number. If co-ventilation was known to be as effective as single ventilation, the calculus would be simple. However, one could imagine the plausible scenario of two patients each having a 50% chance of survival with single ventilation and a 20% chance with co-ventilation. In this example, co-ventilating the two patients would on average be worse from a 'lives saved' standpoint compared with providing single ventilation to only one of the patients. Whether or not the benefit of providing support to one additional patient outweighs the harms suffered by the two patients receiving co-ventilation is an impossible question to answer at this point given the lack of evidence and experience, and these harms are unlikely to be amenable to rigorous quantification at any point in the near future.

Furthermore, if it is to be adopted, how should co-ventilation be incorporated into ventilator allocation algorithms? To ethically determine which patients should receive co-ventilation, algorithms will need to incorporate life saved with mechanical ventilation and harms done by co-ventilation and also patient matching characteristics; what if the two patients determined to be the best physiological match are also the most likely to benefit from individual ventilation? In the event that a patient undergoing co-ventilation requires conversion to single patient ventilation due to an acute clinical change, where would the additional ventilator be sourced from? Any ventilators not already in use dedicated to standby duty would mean additional patients not receiving mechanical ventilation. Developing the optimal ratio for shared ventilators to standby ventilators only further complicates ventilator allocation, an already contentious topic, resulting in a utilitarian calculation that will likely prove impossible to complete in practice. Co-ventilation would be ethical, however, if the consent of the patient or surrogate was obtained. Altruistic patients and families may be willing to accept the uncertainty and increased risk of
co-ventilation in order to free an additional ventilator for another patient and generate more clinical data on the effectiveness of co-ventilation.

Given the above issues, if co-ventilation is to be used, it should only be as an absolute last resort after all other available resources and options have been exhausted, as clearly stated by the authors of this report. Co-ventilation should occur under a prospective protocol approved by an institutional review or ethics board. If co-ventilation is used, the process should be standardised, thoughtful and not driven by subjective decisions made at the bedside. Every effort should be made to first optimise the current supply of devices capable of supplying ventilatory support. This includes cancellation of all elective surgeries and procedures anticipated to require mechanical ventilators, permitting equipment and staff to be redirected to treating respiratory failure.

Interfaces designed for non-invasive ventilation can be configured to deliver continuous or bilevel positive pressure invasively for intubated patients capable of spontaneous breathing. Additionally, the need for mechanical ventilation may be averted altogether by other respiratory support devices such as helmet ventilation with high flow oxygen alone and early utilisation of palliative care services.

Whether co-ventilation should be implemented as a solution for ventilator shortages comes down to the fundamental question of whether it is best to provide optimal care to a more limited and select number of patients, or suboptimal care to a larger group. The role for co-ventilation appeals to the rule of rescue, the natural impulse to save those facing certain death, by freeing mechanical ventilators to support those in respiratory failure who would die without them.

But, to use the lifeboat analogy, is taking more passengers than the boat was designed to accommodate worth the risk of sinking the lifeboat? From a utilitarian standpoint purely attempting to maximise quality-adjusted life years, this question cannot yet be answered as the data on life years lost by co-ventilation and the exact risks it poses are unknown. We know how many passengers the lifeboat was designed to accommodate and have experience piloting it safely and effectively with that number aboard. We have now demonstrated the technical feasibility of fitting more passengers aboard the lifeboat than it was meant to service, but have no experience of piloting the boat above capacity in calm waters, much less on the stormy sea of ARDS due to COVID-19. Exactly how the lifeboat will be affected by the surplus of passengers, and at what point the boat will sink, will remain unknowns.

An institution’s supply of ventilators become depleted despite all efforts, on arrival of the next patient with respiratory failure requiring mechanical ventilation, co-ventilation may be as good an option as the alternatives, or it may be worse. Unfortunately, given the current situation facing our world and its inadequate and mal-distributed healthcare resources, a forced experience with co-ventilation is likely, hopefully alongside growing experience leading to solutions which may allow it to be a safer and more viable option.

Even our language belies our ambiguity in sharing resources—split-ventilation implying loss, while co-ventilation suggests a willingness to help and share. Humankind should realise it has been forced into a lifeboat by this pandemic, without the luxury of yesterday’s ethical postures until rescue arrives.
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